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Draft legislation relating to Managed Investment Trust investment in housing
The Financial Services Council (FSC) welcomes the opportunity to make submissions on the draft
legislation to relating to Managed Investment Trust (MIT) investment in housing.
The FSC has over 100 members representing Australia's retail and wholesale funds management
businesses, superannuation funds, life insurers, financial advisory networks and licensed trustee
companies. The industry is responsible for investing more than $2.7 trillion on behalf of 13 million
Australians. The pool of funds under management is larger than Australia’s GDP and the
capitalisation of the Australian Securities Exchange, and is the fourth largest pool of managed funds
in the world.
The FSC supports the government’s stated goal of encouraging investment in affordable housing
through MITs. However, the FSC does not support the proposal contained in the draft legislation to
prevent MITs from acquiring residential property other than affordable housing.
The government states this proposal is ‘clarifying’ MITs are unable to invest in residential housing.
The draft legislation indicates this ‘clarification’ is justified because “there is a view that investment
in residential property is not made for a primary purpose of earning rental income. It is instead for
delivering capital gains from increased property values and therefore not eligible for the MIT tax
concessions.”1
We do not agree with this argument. The statement that investment in residential property by all
trusts is not made for a primary purpose of deriving rental income:




inappropriately conflates the investment objectives of all investor and investment classes in
relation to residential property. The investment objectives and outcomes of institutional
investors in multi-family residential property assets should not be conflated with that of an
individual investor in a single detached residential dwelling; and
incorrectly implies that there is significant capital appreciation in residential property across
all segments and markets.

For the reasons above we consider that the government’s proposal is a change in the law, not a
clarification.
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Draft Explanatory Material, pp 26–27.

